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to the mobile gateway.

hop distance from the wireless node

For instance, the hop distance from the

wireless node 110 to the mobile gateway i s

1,

the hop distance

from the wireless node 106 to the mobile gateway i s

5,

and the

hop distance from the wireless node 101 to the mobile gateway
i s 10.

In this way,

when the mobile gateway and the wireless

node 101 are the communication

endpoints

in communication,

the

data of the wireless node 101 need to go through ten hops to
reach the mobile gateway according to the tree-structured
pology,

so the wireless

to

node 101 i s the network node of largest

hop distance from the mobile gateway, while it can be seen in
Fig.

1 that the wireless node 101 i s the network node of the

smallest geographic
Therefore,

distance from the mobile gateway.

it can be seen that the communication

between the

mobile gateway and some of the wireless nodes will need to go
through many hops due to the requirements

of the topology

structure of the network, and this can be different
cantly from the actual geographic

signifi

distance between the mobile

gateway and the wireless nodes, thus leading to the disadvan
tages such a s long data transferring
less communication

delay in multi-hop

w ire

networks, high total power consumption

wireless nodes and low utilization

of

rate of wireless resources.

Content of the present invention
A main object of the present invention i s to provide a temp o
rary network-reconfiguration
communication
temporarily

method in a multi-hop

wireless

network, which method i s capable of dynamically,

reconfiguring

the network topology according

difference between the geographic

distances

to the

and logical dis

tances between network nodes, so a s to shorten communication
time delay in a multi-hop
increase the utilization
duce power consumption

wireless communication

network, to

rate of wireless resources,

of the network nodes.

and to re

A t the same time, the present invention also provides

hop wireless communication
implementing

a multi-

network system, which i s capable of

the temporary network reconfiguration,

and corre

sponding network nodes.
The technical

scheme of the present invention i s realized a s

follows :
a method for temporary network reconfiguration
wireless communication

in a multi-hop

network, wherein said network comprises

a first network node and at least one second network node, said
first network node communicates

with each of the second network

nodes according to the topology of the network; and wherein the
method comprises:
said first network node detecting a second network node a s a
target node, wherein the geographic

distance between said tar

get node and said first network node i s less than or equal to a

preset first threshold,

and the logical distance between said

target node and said first network node i s larger than or equal
to a preset

second threshold;

and

said first network node establishing

a temporary association

with said target node, and communicating
according to the temporarily
Optionally,

reconfigured

the temporary association

with said target node
network topology.

established b y said first

network node with said target node comprises:
said first network node initiating a request for the temporary
association

to said target node; and

said first network node establishing

the temporary association

with said target node when said target node accepts said re
quest for the temporary association.
When said at least one second network node comprises at least
one network coordinator;

said at least one second network node

comprises at least one network coordinator;
association

and the temporary

established b y said first network node with said

target node comprises:

said first network node initiating a request for temporary as
sociation with said target node to the network coordinator of
said target node;
said network coordinator accepting said request for the tempo
rary association,

and instructing said target node to establish

the temporary association with said first network node.

When said network topology i s of a tree-structure,

and said

target node i s a root node of a sub-tree comprising at least
one sub-node; and the temporary association established by said

first network node with said target node comprises:

said first network node requesting said target node for a tem
porary association with the target node and all the sub-nodes
of the target node; and

said first network node establishing

the temporary association

with said the target node and all the sub-nodes of the target
node when said target node accepts the request for the tempo
rary association.
Alternatively,

when said network topology i s of a tree-

structure, said target node i s a root node of a sub-tree com

prising at least one sub-node; and the temporary association
established by said first network node with said target node
comprises :
said first network node requesting the target node for the tem
porary association with the target node and some of the subnodes of the target node; and
said first network node establishing

the temporary association

with the target node and these sub-nodes of the target node
when said target node accepts the request for the temporary as
sociation .
Preferably, the method of the present invention further com

prises :
said first network node and said target node storing the net
work topology information prior to the temporary reconfigura-

tion when the temporary association between them i s estab
lished; and

when the geographic distance between said first network node
and said target node i s greater than said first threshold,

said

first network node and said target node restoring to the net
work topology prior to the temporary reconfiguration
to said information

according

stored thereby.

A multi-hop wireless communication

network system, which system

comprises a first network node and at least one second network
node,

said first network node and each of said second network

nodes are respectively

used to communicate with each other ac

cording to the topology of said network; and
said first network node i s also used to detect one of the sec
ond network nodes a s a target node, wherein the geographic dis
tance between said target node and said first network node i s
less than or equal to a preset first threshold,

and the logical

distance between said target node and said first network node
i s greater

than or equal to a preset second threshold; and

said first network
used to establish
to communicate

node and said target node are respectively
a temporary

association

with each other,

and

with each other according

to a temporarily

re

configured network topology.
A first network node in a multi-hop wireless communication
work, which first network node i s used to communicate

net

with at

least one second network node in said network according to the
topology of said network; and
the first network node i s also used to detect one of the second

network nodes a s a target node, to establish a temporary asso
ciation with the target node, and to communicate with the tar
get node according to the temporarily

reconfigured

network to

pology; wherein the geographic distance between said target no
de and said first network node i s less than or equal to a pre

set first threshold,

and the logical distance between said tar

get node and said first network node i s greater than or equal
to a preset second threshold.

Specifically,

the first network node comprises :

a first unit, for detecting said target node; and
a second unit, for establishing

a temporary association with

said target wireless node detected by the first unit, and for
communicating
reconfigured
Optionally,

with said target node according to a temporarily
network topology.

said second unit i s used to initiate a request for

the temporary association

to said target node,

and to establish

the temporary association

with said target node when said tar

get node accepts the request for the temporary association.

When said at least one second network node comprises at least
one network coordinator;

said second unit i s used to initiate a

request for the temporary association with said target node to
the network coordinator

of said target node,

the temporary association

coordinator

and to establish

with the target node when the network

accepts the request for the temporary association

and informs the target node.
Optionally,

when the topology of said network i s of a tree-

structure, and said target node i s a root node of a sub-tree

comprising at least one sub-node, said second unit i s used to
request said target node for the temporary association with the
target node and all the sub-nodes of the target node, and to
establish the temporary association with said target node and
all the sub-nodes of the target node when said target node ac

cepts the request for the temporary association.
Optionally,

when the topology of said network i s of a tree-

structure, and said target node i s a root node of a sub-tree

comprising at least one sub-node, said second unit i s used to
request from the target node for the temporary association with
the target node and some of the sub-nodes of the target node,

and to establish the temporary association with the target node

and these sub-nodes of the target node when said target node
accepts the request for the temporary association.
A second network node in a multi-hop

wireless communication

network, which second network node i s used to communicate

with

a first network node in the network according to the topology
of said network,

and

said second network node i s also used to receive a request for
a temporary association

from said first network node, to estab

lish the temporary association
and to communicate

with said first network node,

with said first network node according to a

temporarily

reconfigured

The present

invention can be adapted to multi-hop

munication
tures,

network topology.
wireless com

networks of various known network topological

for example, the multi-hop

wireless communication

struc
net

works adopting a star topology or a web topology, but the p re
sent invention has more remarkable
less communication

effects in a multi-hop

network that adopts a tree-structured

w ire
top ol

ogy and strictly demands low power consumption.
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invention.

Embodiments
The

technical

solutions

and technical

invention will be further described

effects

of the present

in detail below in conjunc

tion with the attached drawings.
The main concept of the present

invention i s that, based on the

network topology structure of a multi-hop

wireless communica

tion network, a mobile gateway serving a s a communication

end-

point dynamically
network topology
the geographic

nication

initiates
structure

distance

counterpart,

a temporary
according

reconfiguration

to the difference

and the logical distance
two communication

between

to its commu

so a s to match the geographic

and the logic distance between

of the

distance

endpoints,

thereby reducing the number of times for data to be transferred
during a communication

process,

and shortening

tion time delay in the multi-hop

wireless

the communica

communication

net

work .
Figs 2A and 2B are schematic diagrams
reconfiguration

process

in a multi-hop

network with tree-structured
ment of the present
of the network

figuration

of a temporary

wireless

communication

topology according

to an emb odi

invention.

topology

Fig. 2A i s the schematic

structure before the temporary

of the multi-hop

wireless

communication

this case, the network node represented
bile gateway,
wireless

wireless

network.

network, which

topology. Among the various

the nodes 201, 202, 203 and 204 can be used not

only a s data sources, but also a s the network coordinators,
the wireless

In

b y circles are

communication

network adopts a tree-structured
nodes,

recon

and the mobile gateway and various wireless

nodes form a multi-hop
wireless

diagram

b y the box i s the m o

the network nodes represented

nodes,

network-

and

nodes 211, 213, 214 and 214' are leaf nodes in the

tree-structured

network topology;

sources for transmitting

data,

they are only used a s data

and for communicating

mobile gateway via the transfer b y the corresponding

with the
network

coordinators .
The mobile gateway

jacent wireless

i s currently

with one of the ad

nodes, which i s used a s a network coordinator,

such a s the wireless
wireless

associated

node 202 shown in Fig. 2A, that is, the

node 202 i s the root node for communicating

mobile gateway.
ous wireless

The numbers

nodes represent

(1,

2,

4)

labeled on the vari

the hop distances

reless node and the mobile gateway.
tance from the wireless

3 or

with the

between

For example:

the w i

the hop dis

node 202 to the mobile gateway i s

1,

the hop distance

way i s

from the wireless

the hop distances

2,

node 201 to the mobile gate

from the wireless

and 204 to the mobile gateway are all
from the wireless

and the hop distances

3,

nodes 214 and 214' to the mobile gateway are

all 4 . A s can be seen in Fig. 2A,

the geographic

tween the mobile gateway and wireless
are basically

nodes 213, 211

distances

be

nodes 202, 201 and 213

the same, while the hop distances

bile gateway and these three wireless

between

the m o

nodes are different

from

one another, which are one hop, two hops and three hops respec

tively, obviously,

graphic distances

there are big differences
and the hop distances

gateway and wireless

nodes,

between

between

the geo

the mobile

and a s to the wireless

nodes 201

and 213, they have to go through several hops to communicate
with the mobile gateway,
sumption,
case,

and reducing

thus causing unnecessary

the communication

power con

efficiency.

In this

the mobile gateway needs to initiate a temporary

figuration

of network

with the wireless

topology

nodes having relatively

tances with a hop distance
In this particular

or routinely

structure,

embodiment,

first threshold

structure

small geographic
distance

in the net

and when the geographic

node to the mobile gateway

i s less

and the logic distance

larger than or equal to the second threshold,
that this wireless

node i s a target node.

and the second threshold

ing to the coverage

area and specific application

can be set accord
requirements

b y the mobile gateway. When a target node i s detected,
work topology

a temporary

structure,

requests

sociation with the target node,

is

the mobile gate

The first threshold

initiates

a

Here,

and a second thresh

the hop distance)

(i.e.,

than or equal to the first threshold
way can determine

distance but a

from the mobile gateway.

can be preset,

from a wireless

bile gateway

dis

the mobile gateway continuously

of the geographic

old of the logic distance
distance

close geographic

detects a target node, which target node i s a w i

large hop distance

work topology

so a s to communicate

a s small a s possible.

reless node having a relatively
relatively

recon

reconfiguration
to establish

the m o

of the net

a temporary

as

so a s to be able to communicate

with the target node according to the network topology struc
ture after the temporary reconfiguration.

When the mobile gateway initiates the temporary reconfiguration
of network topology structure,

the mobile gateway can request

directly to the target node for a temporarily

associate, and it

can also request to the current network coordinator

of the tar

get node for a temporary association with the target node. If
the mobile gateway requests directly to the target node for the

temporary association,

the mobile gateway will establish a tem

porary association with the target node when the mobile node
accepts the request for the temporary association.
bile gateway requests the network coordinator

If the mo

of the target

node for the temporary association with the target node, the
mobile gateway will establish the temporary association with
the target node after the network coordinator

quest for the temporary association

accepts the re

and instructs the target

node to associate with the mobile gateway. After the network
coordinator

accepts the request for the temporary association,

the network coordinator

can also send information to the target

node and the mobile gateway simultaneously,
gateway establishes

so that the mobile

the temporary association with the target

node upon receiving the information.
After the mobile gateway establishes

the temporary association

with the target node, the target node can become a temporary
root node for communicating

with the mobile gateway, so that

when the target node sends data to the mobile gateway, there i s
no need for intermediate

transfer via the network coordinator,

therefore the hop distance between the mobile gateway and the
wireless node that has a closer geographic distance from the
mobile gateway i s also reduced, and by way of such temporary
reconfiguration

the communication

wireless communication

time delay in the multi-hop

network i s reduced, and the utilization

rate of wireless resources i s increased.

Here,

there are many methods

for the mobile gateway to detect

the target node; for example,
the power of the wireless

it can be performed

signals transmitted

b y detecting

b y the wireless

nodes or on the basis of the pre-conf igured geographic
information

of various

in the present

position

network nodes, and this i s not limited

invention.

When a target node detected b y the mobile gateway i s a sub-node
under the current network topology

structure,

get node itself i s the network coordinator
node,

of another wireless

or it i s the root node of a sub-tree

one sub-node, provided

to the target node,

the communication

mobile gateway initiates
with the target node,

efficiency

at least

for further in

of the network,

the request to temporarily

it can also request

ciate with all or some of the sub-nodes
multaneously;

comprising

that the mobile gateway also covers all

the sub-nodes belonging

creasing

that is, the tar

when the

associate

to temporarily

asso

of the target node si

thus, when the target node accepts the request

for the temporary
the temporary

association,

association

of the sub-nodes

with the target node and all or some

of the target node.

Fig. 2B shows a schematic

work topology

the mobile gateway establishes

diagram of the tree-structured

in Fig. 2A after a temporary

net

reconfiguration.

As

shown in Fig. 2B, the target nodes detected b y the mobile gate
way comprise

the wireless

requests directly
sociation.

nodes 201 and 213. The mobile gateway

to the wireless

node 201 for a temporary

as

A t the same time, the mobile gateway also requests

to the network

coordinator

node 213 for a temporary

wireless

association

node 203 of the wireless
with the wireless

node

213.

After the wireless

nodes 201 and 203 have accepted

mentioned

the mobile gateway establishes

request,

association

with the wireless

ginal association

wireless

the temporary

nodes 201 and 213, and, the ori

of the wireless

network coordinator

the above-

nodes 201 and 203 with their

nodes 202 and 203 can be temporar-

ily interrupted,

so that the hop distance

201 and 213 having small geographic

gateway i s also reduced accordingly.
the network topology structure

hop distances

of the wireless

distances

from the mobile

A s shown in Fig. 2B,

i s temporarily

after

reconfigured,

of the nodes 201 and 213 become one hop,

the communication

nodes

the

so that

between these wireless nodes and the mobile

gateway will have shorter communication

time delay, and at the

same time less power consumption.

Furthermore,
association

when the mobile gateway establishes

with the target node, it can store the information

of network topology
tion,

a temporary

structure before the temporary reconfigura

and when the mobile gateway continues moving and the geo

graphic distance from the target node becomes larger than the
first threshold,

the mobile gateway and the target node can re

store to the topology structure before the temporary network
reconfiguration

according to the stored information,

ensuring the normal operation of the multi-hop

thereby

wireless commu

nication network.
In the present

embodiment,

less communication

correspondingly,

a multi-hop

network system for implementing

temporary network reconfiguration

w ire

the above

can comprise a mobile gateway

and at least one wireless node, which mobile gateway and the
various wireless nodes are used to communicate

with one another

according to the network topology structure respectively.

Said

mobile gateway i s also used to detect a wireless node a s a tar
get node, the geographic

distance between the target node and

the mobile gateway i s less than or equal to the preset first

threshold,

and the logic distance between them i s greater than

or equal to the preset second threshold;
i s used to establish

and the mobile gateway

a temporary association

node and to communicate

with the target

with the target node according to the

network topology structure after the temporary reconfiguration.
The wireless node serving a s the target node i s also used to

accept a request from the mobile gateway for the temporary as
sociation,

so a s to establish

the temporary

association

with

the mobile gateway, and to communicate

with the mobile gateway

according to the network topology structure after the temporary
reconfiguration.
Particularly,

said mobile gateway can comprise a first unit and

a second unit, said a first unit, for detecting said target no
de;

and a second unit, for establishing

a temporary association

with said target wireless node detected by the first unit, and
for communicating

with said target node according to a tempo

rarily reconfigured

network topology. Optionally,

said second

unit i s used to initiate a request for the temporary associa
tion to said target node, and to establish the temporary asso
ciation with said target node when said target node accepts the
request for the temporary association. Alternatively,

said sec

ond unit i s used to initiate a request for the temporary asso
ciation with said target node to the network coordinator

of

said target node, and to establish the temporary association
with the target node when the network coordinator
request for the temporary association

accepts the

and informs the target

node .
Furthermore,

when the topology of the multi-hop wireless commu

nication network i s of a tree-structure,

and said target node

i s a root node of a sub-tree comprising

at least one sub-node;

and said second unit can also be used to request said target
node for the temporary association with the target node and all
or some of the sub-nodes of the target node,

the temporary association

and to establish

with said target node and all or some

of the sub-nodes of the target node when said target node ac

cepts the request for the temporary association.
According

to the present

invention, a possible application

situation of the above embodiment
rity monitoring

i s for use a s a working

secu

system within a dangerous working area. In such

a system, various sensor nodes

(equivalent to wireless nodes)

fitted with wireless modules are arranged in the working area
(e.g.,

a mine field), which sensor nodes are responsible

for

collecting
ronmental

sensing data relating to potentially
conditions

(e.g.,

the concentration

dangerous

env i

of a gas). A ssum

ing that these sensor nodes are powdered b y batteries,

an op

erator can collect the sensing data of the sensor nodes b y a
mobile device

(corresponding

a limit to the hop distance

to a mobile

for communication

bile device and sensor nodes,
communicate
otherwise,

the m o

device can only

the sensed data b y the sensor nodes will be dis

invention

the above embodiment

according

it will reduce the hop distance

thereby enabling

nodes,

if the mobile

between

with the sensor nodes within a range of N hops and,

carded, then, b y adopting

present

gateway) . If there i s

of the sensor

the mobile device to communicate

more sensor nodes and to improve the data acquisition
A t the same time, b y adopting the present
so make the communication

nodes more efficient,

between

to the

invention

with

results.

it will al

the mobile device and sensor

and save the battery power in the sensor

nodes .
What are described

above are merely the preferable

of the present

invention,

the protective

scope of the present

tion,

equivalent

and principle
protective

embodiments

and they are not intended to limit

substitution

of the present

invention. Any m odifica

and improvement
invention

scope of the present

within the spirit

are all comprised

invention.

in the

Claims
1.

A method for temporary network reconfiguration

hop wireless communication

in a multi-

network, wherein said network com

prises a first network node and at least one second network
node,

said first network node communicates

with each of the se

cond network nodes according to the topology of the network;
and characterized

in that the method comprises:

said first network node detecting a second network node a s a
target node, wherein the geographic distance between said tar
get node and said first network node i s less than or equal to a

preset first threshold, and the logical distance between said
target node and said first network node i s larger than or equal
to a preset second threshold;

and

said first network node establishing

a temporary association

with said target node, and communicating
according to the temporarily

2.

reconfigured

The method a s claimed in claim

1,

with said target node
network topology.

characterized

in that the

temporary association established by said first network node
with said target node comprises:
said first network node initiating a request for the temporary
association

to said target node; and

said first network node establishing

the temporary association

with said target node when said target node accepts said re
quest for the temporary association.

3.

The method a s claimed in claim

1,

characterized

in that

said at least one second network node comprises at least one
network coordinator;

and the temporary association established

by said first network node with said target node comprises:
said first network node initiating a request for temporary as
sociation with said target node to the network coordinator

of

said target node;
said network coordinator
rary association,

accepting said request for the tempo

and instructing

the temporary association

said target node to establish

with said first network node.

4.

The method a s claimed in claim

2,

characterized

said network topology i s of a tree-structure,
i s a root node of a sub-tree comprising

in that

said target node

at least one sub-node;

and the temporary association established by said first network
node with said target node comprises:
said first network node requesting said target node for a tem
porary association with the target node and all the sub-nodes
of the target node; and

said first network node establishing

the temporary association

with said the target node and all the sub-nodes of the target
node when said target node accepts the request for the tempo
rary association.

5.

The method a s claimed in claim

2,

characterized

said network topology i s of a tree-structure,
i s a root node of a sub-tree comprising

in that

said target node

at least one sub-node;

and the temporary association established by said first network
node with said target node comprises:
said first network node requesting the target node for the tem
porary association with the target node and some of the subnodes of the target node; and
said first network node establishing

the temporary association

with the target node and these sub-nodes of the target node
when said target node accepts the request for the temporary as
sociation .

6.

The method a s claimed in any one of claims 1 to

5,

charac

terized in that the method further comprises:
said first network node and said target node storing the net
work topology information prior to the temporary reconfigura
tion when the temporary association between them i s estab
lished; and

when the geographic distance between said first network node
and said target node i s greater than said first threshold, said
first network node and said target node restoring to the net-

work topology prior to the temporary reconfiguration
to said information

7.

according

stored thereby.

A multi-hop wireless communication

network system, which

system comprises a first network node and at least one second
network node, and said first network node and each of said sec
ond network nodes are respectively

used to communicate

with

each other according to the topology of said network; and char
acterized in that,
said first network node i s also used to detect one of the sec
ond network nodes a s a target node, wherein the geographic

dis

tance between said target node and said first network node i s
less than or equal to a preset first threshold,

and the logical

distance between said target node and said first network node
i s greater

than or equal to a preset second threshold;

said first network
used to establish
to communicate

and

node and said target node are respectively
a temporary

association

with each other,

and

with each other according

to a temporarily

re

configured network topology.

8.

A first network node in a multi-hop wireless communication

network, which first network node i s used to communicate

with

at least one second network node in said network according

the topology of said network; and characterized

to

in that,

the first network node i s also used to detect one of the second

network nodes a s a target node, to establish a temporary asso
ciation with the target node, and to communicate
get node according to the temporarily

pology; wherein the geographic

with the tar

reconfigured

network to

distance between said target no

de and said first network node i s less than or equal to a p re

set first threshold,

and the logical distance between said tar

get node and said first network node i s greater than or equal
to a preset

9.

second threshold.

The first network node a s claimed in claim

8,

in that the first network node comprises:

a first unit, for detecting

said target node; and

characterized

a second unit, for establishing

a temporary association

with

said target wireless node detected b y the first unit, and for
communicating
reconfigured
10.

with said target node according to a temporarily
network topology.

The first network node a s claimed in claim

9,

characterized

in that,

said second unit i s used to initiate a request for the temp o
rary association

to said target node,

porary association

and to establish the tem

with said target node when said target node

accepts the request for the temporary association.

11.

The first network node a s claimed in claim

9,

characterized

in that said at least one second network node comprises

ast one network coordinator;

at le

and

said second unit i s used to initiate a request for the temp o
rary association

with said target node to the network coordina

tor of said target node, and to establish

the temporary asso

ciation with the target node when the network coordinator
cepts the request for the temporary association

ac

and informs the

target node.
12.

The first network node a s claimed in claim 10, character

ized in that the topology of said network i s of a treestructure,

said target node i s a root node of a sub-tree com

prising at least one sub-node; and
said second unit i s used to request said target node for the
temporary association

with the target node and all the sub-

nodes of the target node, and to establish the temporary asso
ciation with said target node and all the sub-nodes of the tar
get node when said target node accepts the request for the tem

porary association.

13.

The first network node a s claimed in claim 10, character

ized in that the topology of said network i s of a treestructure,

said target node i s a root node of a sub-tree com

prising at least one sub-node; and

said second unit i s used to request from the target node for
the temporary association

with the target node and some of the

sub-nodes of the target node, and to establish the temporary
association with the target node and these sub-nodes of the
target node when said target node accepts the request for the
temporary association.
14. A second network

node in a multi-hop wireless communication

network, which second network node i s used to communicate

with

a first network node in the network according to the topology
of said network,

characterized

in that,

said second network node i s also used to receive a request for
a temporary association

from said first network node, to estab

lish the temporary association with said first network node,
and to communicate with said first network node according to a
temporarily

reconfigured

network topology.
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